
SZSN Signing Contracts With Farmers To Fill Demand!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

SZSN has already expanded their facility 45,000 sqft and installed an advanced 
processing system. Now they are signing new contracts with farmers 
to fulfill the demand. China is the second largest seed market in the world 
and growing at nearly 10% each year. 

Read the news and get on SZSN first thing Monday!



Take away what makes the Stampede and you’ve basically got nothing.
I guess I’m kind of hoping that people’s interest wanes a little so I can get ah
ead - that’s probably wrong of me isn’t it?
But let us say this: it rocked.
I guess I’m kind of hoping that people’s interest wanes a little so I can get ah
ead - that’s probably wrong of me isn’t it?
An excellent song to exercise to - it keeps the energy up through the whole song
.
Decisions the fall from the adminisphere are often profoundly inappropriate or i
rrelevant to the problems they where designed to solve.
I’m a bit disappointed by my position - I thought I’d be higher.
Btw, I never saw the first Transporter, but I’m told it wasn’t very good - I’m n
ot exactly rushing to see it.
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
It’ll also make you feel like you’re living in a cave or bunker.
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
I’m a bit disappointed by my position - I thought I’d be higher.
An excellent song to exercise to - it keeps the energy up through the whole song
.
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
And I don’t mean just a little better than the rest I mean their the only bits.
You heard me uber cool.
This has certainly damaged their image in my eyes.
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
I’m thinking this would be excellent for robotics, installation art, making a ar
tistic computers, and comically misplacing.
If you don’t know what those young kids are listening to at their discotheques, 
you should have a listen to this one.
Around that temperature or below outside - open windows and doors to cool the pl
ace.
I’m looking forward to the score board feature being available for small groups 
so I can run a mini fitness challenge against my friends and family.
Here comes Calvin Harris out of nowhere - well he probably didn’t come from no w
here, but he’s suddenly appeared with this song, several remixes, and even a min
i-mix on Annie Mac’s show.
This has certainly damaged their image in my eyes.
Sit back and enjoy the ride on this one.
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
Gotta run - it’ll increase my score!
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
Nothing gets people motivated to exercise like seeing their position on the boar
d slip as others get out there and work up a sweat!
Just be warned - you’ll see a difference on your utility bill.
These tiny little guys provide decent processing power, battery life, and a whol
e host of opportunities for you.
I’m looking forward to the score board feature being available for small groups 
so I can run a mini fitness challenge against my friends and family.
which some absolutely moronic.
You just don’t want it to end.



Still this excellent red wine is made through an entirely organic process.
And I don’t mean just a little better than the rest I mean their the only bits.
Decisions the fall from the adminisphere are often profoundly inappropriate or i
rrelevant to the problems they where designed to solve.
But let us say this: it rocked.
Don’t expect anything but fun from this movie - sit down and enjoy.
Watch this movie - eat popcorn, have a good evening.
Never the less there are times when the heat can become too much.
An east facing window will get morning sun, however regional air temperature tak
es time to warm up.
If you’re already wearing sandals removing them will still give you a benefit.
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
An east facing window will get morning sun, however regional air temperature tak
es time to warm up.
I guess I’m kind of hoping that people’s interest wanes a little so I can get ah
ead - that’s probably wrong of me isn’t it?
pointing a fan to blow hot air out through an open window is more effective then
 sucking cool air in through the window.
which some absolutely moronic.
Through the social club at work I’m participating in a fitness scoreboard.
Blow air out through an open window - here’s something I didn’t know.
Gotta run - it’ll increase my score!
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
It’s funny, well written, well filmed, excellently acted.
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
Here comes Calvin Harris out of nowhere - well he probably didn’t come from no w
here, but he’s suddenly appeared with this song, several remixes, and even a min
i-mix on Annie Mac’s show.
It’s funny, well written, well filmed, excellently acted.
A well placed tree can reduce the direct sun into your place, and also provide a
 captivating dance of leaf shadows inside the house.
I cannot stand the concept of ads on something I paid for - but worse to lock th
e disc so you can’t escape it.
But let us say this: it rocked.
Sounds boring doesn’t it?
Apparently frogs are very susceptible to environmental damage.
It was a waste of time, useless, undesirable movie that just isn’t worth seeing.

People die - which was a bit surprising given we’re used to everyone miraculousl
y surviving, but still we have a love interest, some sort fighting, some despair
, some history.
Apparently frogs are very susceptible to environmental damage.
I guess I’m kind of hoping that people’s interest wanes a little so I can get ah
ead - that’s probably wrong of me isn’t it?
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
If you cna find it you really should try it.
It’s funny, well written, well filmed, excellently acted.
Well that’s inexcusable.
Don’t expect anything but fun from this movie - sit down and enjoy.
Btw, I never saw the first Transporter, but I’m told it wasn’t very good - I’m n
ot exactly rushing to see it.
You just don’t want it to end.
It’s funny, well written, well filmed, excellently acted.
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
It was a waste of time, useless, undesirable movie that just isn’t worth seeing.



A good combination can make a huge difference to the heat you feel on the other 
side.
Take away what makes the Stampede and you’ve basically got nothing.
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
Here comes Calvin Harris out of nowhere - well he probably didn’t come from no w
here, but he’s suddenly appeared with this song, several remixes, and even a min
i-mix on Annie Mac’s show.
That being said - it’s almost worth the "wine list" price - this spectacular, sm
ooth, red is great for any occasion - I enjoy it with barbecue, steak, stews and
 in a glass.
I cannot stand the concept of ads on something I paid for - but worse to lock th
e disc so you can’t escape it.
The amusing preview you may or may not have seen are the best bits.
On the last page of the review you’ll find an original Gameboy handheld modified
 to contain the computer - think about were you’ll be able to hide CPUS!
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
If you’re already wearing sandals removing them will still give you a benefit.
The point of the stampede is the chucks and rodeo - the drinking, debauchery, fo
od and rides are there because of the chucks and rodeo.
The vocals are heartfelt, really pretty and to a nice musical and rhythmical bac
kdrop.
It’s a movie about a big, but somewhat insular family and their flaws.
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
which some absolutely moronic.
An excellent song to exercise to - it keeps the energy up through the whole song
.
FitOff allows you to track your daily exercise, awarding Fitness and Activity po
ints based on how long and what you did.
and none of this is rocket science.
I think it might make the "always consider buying" list!
With it’s slow progression you feel like you’re being pushed along by the ebbs a
nd whorls of a river on a summer’s day.
If you’re really adventurous you can even dip your feet in cool water, but for t
hose with ticklish feet, that might be a bit extreme.
With it’s slow progression you feel like you’re being pushed along by the ebbs a
nd whorls of a river on a summer’s day.
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
It’s got to the point where if someone trailing me on the board passes me I’ll g
o out and climb a few flights of stairs to try and regain my position.
A well placed tree can reduce the direct sun into your place, and also provide a
 captivating dance of leaf shadows inside the house.
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
Well we tried this one out and found it a delicious light slightly fruity wine.
Well we tried this one out and found it a delicious light slightly fruity wine.
It was a waste of time, useless, undesirable movie that just isn’t worth seeing.

With it’s slow progression you feel like you’re being pushed along by the ebbs a
nd whorls of a river on a summer’s day.
Sit back and enjoy the ride on this one.
If you’re really adventurous you can even dip your feet in cool water, but for t
hose with ticklish feet, that might be a bit extreme.
FitOff allows you to track your daily exercise, awarding Fitness and Activity po
ints based on how long and what you did.
It’s a very tasty red you’ll probably have some trouble stopping drinking, plus 
it has a nice little frog on the label.
Just be warned - you’ll see a difference on your utility bill.
And I don’t mean just a little better than the rest I mean their the only bits.



Don’t expect anything but fun from this movie - sit down and enjoy.
But let us say this: it rocked.
I know I’ll take flack for it - but I liked it.
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
A good combination can make a huge difference to the heat you feel on the other 
side.
they’re all likable and dis-likable!
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
With it’s slow progression you feel like you’re being pushed along by the ebbs a
nd whorls of a river on a summer’s day.
which some absolutely moronic.
The amusing preview you may or may not have seen are the best bits.
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
I’m a bit disappointed by my position - I thought I’d be higher.
Still this excellent red wine is made through an entirely organic process.
I guess I’m kind of hoping that people’s interest wanes a little so I can get ah
ead - that’s probably wrong of me isn’t it?
I know I’ll take flack for it - but I liked it.
Nothing gets people motivated to exercise like seeing their position on the boar
d slip as others get out there and work up a sweat!
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
It’s all relative of course.
It’s funny, well written, well filmed, excellently acted.
which some absolutely moronic.
It’s a movie about a big, but somewhat insular family and their flaws.
It’s all lovely stuff.
Through the social club at work I’m participating in a fitness scoreboard.
Apparently frogs are very susceptible to environmental damage.
I’m thinking this would be excellent for robotics, installation art, making a ar
tistic computers, and comically misplacing.
just one guy gettin’ it done.
I’m thinking this would be excellent for robotics, installation art, making a ar
tistic computers, and comically misplacing.
Now here’s where it get’s clever - you can signup on various scoreboards on the 
site and compete against other users!
Blow air out through an open window - here’s something I didn’t know.
and none of this is rocket science.
pointing a fan to blow hot air out through an open window is more effective then
 sucking cool air in through the window.
If you’re really adventurous you can even dip your feet in cool water, but for t
hose with ticklish feet, that might be a bit extreme.
Even better there’s a nice whistling line you’re going to find it hard to forget
, and not to imitate!
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
If you’re really adventurous you can even dip your feet in cool water, but for t
hose with ticklish feet, that might be a bit extreme.
FitOff allows you to track your daily exercise, awarding Fitness and Activity po
ints based on how long and what you did.
Well that’s inexcusable.
Through the social club at work I’m participating in a fitness scoreboard.
Don’t expect anything but fun from this movie - sit down and enjoy.
This has certainly damaged their image in my eyes.
People die - which was a bit surprising given we’re used to everyone miraculousl
y surviving, but still we have a love interest, some sort fighting, some despair
, some history.
Either way - if I’m not paying for Epson ink I’m going to have to chose one gene
ric to try.
Here comes Calvin Harris out of nowhere - well he probably didn’t come from no w



here, but he’s suddenly appeared with this song, several remixes, and even a min
i-mix on Annie Mac’s show.
It’ll also make you feel like you’re living in a cave or bunker.
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
Never the less there are times when the heat can become too much.
Apparently frogs are very susceptible to environmental damage.
I think it might make the "always consider buying" list!
A well placed tree can reduce the direct sun into your place, and also provide a
 captivating dance of leaf shadows inside the house.
Never the less there are times when the heat can become too much.
I’m a bit disappointed by my position - I thought I’d be higher.
just one guy gettin’ it done.
Around that temperature or below outside - open windows and doors to cool the pl
ace.
If you cna find it you really should try it.
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
Well that’s inexcusable.
Btw, I never saw the first Transporter, but I’m told it wasn’t very good - I’m n
ot exactly rushing to see it.
Even better there’s a nice whistling line you’re going to find it hard to forget
, and not to imitate!
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
Either way - if I’m not paying for Epson ink I’m going to have to chose one gene
ric to try.
Well that’s inexcusable.
I’m a bit disappointed by my position - I thought I’d be higher.
I’m thinking this would be excellent for robotics, installation art, making a ar
tistic computers, and comically misplacing.
You just don’t want it to end.
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
On the last page of the review you’ll find an original Gameboy handheld modified
 to contain the computer - think about were you’ll be able to hide CPUS!
Watch this movie - eat popcorn, have a good evening.
just one guy gettin’ it done.
This has certainly damaged their image in my eyes.
Take away what makes the Stampede and you’ve basically got nothing.
If you’re already wearing sandals removing them will still give you a benefit.
An excellent song to exercise to - it keeps the energy up through the whole song
.
and none of this is rocket science.
Take away what makes the Stampede and you’ve basically got nothing.
Nothing gets people motivated to exercise like seeing their position on the boar
d slip as others get out there and work up a sweat!
On the last page of the review you’ll find an original Gameboy handheld modified
 to contain the computer - think about were you’ll be able to hide CPUS!
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
An excellent song to exercise to - it keeps the energy up through the whole song
.
The amusing preview you may or may not have seen are the best bits.
It’s a very tasty red you’ll probably have some trouble stopping drinking, plus 
it has a nice little frog on the label.
It’s a movie about a big, but somewhat insular family and their flaws.
I’m thinking this would be excellent for robotics, installation art, making a ar
tistic computers, and comically misplacing.
Never the less there are times when the heat can become too much.
The amusing preview you may or may not have seen are the best bits.
But let us say this: it rocked.
Decisions the fall from the adminisphere are often profoundly inappropriate or i
rrelevant to the problems they where designed to solve.



Sit back and enjoy the ride on this one.


